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ABSTRACT
AIM: To describe a deep convolutional generative adversarial networks (DCGAN) model which learns normal brain MRI from normal
subjects than finds distortions such as a glioma from a test subject while performing a segmentation at the same time.
MATERIAL and METHODS: MRIs of 300 healthy subjects were employed as training set. Additionally, test data were consisting
anonymized T2-weigted MRIs of 27 healthy subjects and 27 HGG patients. Consecutive axial T2-weigted MRI slices of every
subject were extracted and resized to 364x448 pixel resolution. The generative model produced random normal synthetic images
and used these images for calculating residual loss to measure visual similarity between input MRIs and generated MRIs.
RESULTS: The model correctly detected anomalies on 24 of 27 HGG patients’ MRIs and marked them as abnormal. Besides, 25
of 27 healthy subjects’ MRIs in the test dataset detected correctly as healthy MRI. The accuracy, precision, recall, and AUC were
0.907, 0.892, 0.923, and 0.907, respectively.
CONCLUSION: Our proposed model demonstrates acceptable results can be achieved only by training with normal subject MRIs
via using DCGAN model. This model is unique because it learns only from normal MRIs and it is able to find any abnormality which
is different than the normal pattern.
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█

INTRODUCTION

M

edical data which is produced continuously is unstructured. Conventional statistical methods remain
inadequate for understanding intricate relationships.
Knowledge gained from the evaluation of medical big data by
artificial intelligence (AI) is growing exponentially and keeps
changing paradigms (3,4,7,10,15,16,18). Algorithms are capable of perceive patterns including predicting molecular mark-
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ers from magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of gliomas which
is not possible with human perception (1,6,9,12).
Analyzing the MRIs of gliomas via AI is multidirectional. Classifying normal and abnormal images would require no previous
segmentation for training however, in most studies, automatic
segmentation is acquired by performing segmentation in the
training step. Segmentation by human intervention is the best
way to gather a ground truth for the algorithm but it is also
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time consuming. Need for automatic glioma segmentation became great clinical significance and there are several methods
reported for this task (8,11,14,21,23,24).
In this paper we present automatic segmentation of gliomas
using a deep convolutional generative adversarial networks
(DCGAN) model from T2-weighted images of high-grade
glioma (HGG) patients. This study is one of the pilot studies
of the Turkish Brain Project (TBP) under the supervision
of The Artificial Intelligence and Big Data Unit, The Digital
Transformation Office of The Presidency of The Republic of
Turkey.
█

MATERIAL and METHODS

Data Acquisition
All data were acquired using a 3-Tesla Magnetom Verio®
(Siemens, Erlangen, Germany). Fully anonymized T2-weighted
MRIs of 300 healthy subjects were employed as training
set. Additionally, test data were consisting anonymized T2-

weigted MRIs of 27 healthy subjects and 27 HGG patients.
Consecutive axial T2-weigted MRI slices of every subject
were extracted and resized to 364x448 pixel resolution.
Ethics committee approval and authorization of the Digital
Transformation Office of The Presidency of The Republic of
Turkey were obtained.
Unsupervised Generative Model
We propose a framework to train and test the Generative
Model as shown in Figures 1, 2. Aim of this framework is
training the model for randomly producing a normal synthetic
T2-weighted image. The difference between the input and
output can then be used to calculate anomaly score and to
classify normal versus abnormal images. The normalization
of images is common for both training and testing stages.
During MR image acquisition, different environmental or
patient specific conditions may result in intensity variations.
For this reason, we applied intensity normalization process
to the images before training step in our framework. The
normalization method is using the Gaussian method. The

Figure 1: Diagram
summarizing structure
of generative adversarial
networks.

Figure 2: Diagram
summarizing structure
of proposed anomaly
detection framework.
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normalization method rescales the intensities by Inew = I / SD.
Where I is the intensity and SD is the standard deviation of the
whole image. The principle of the method is that each scan
has the same intensity distribution.
We are given M MR images Im and K image patches are
extracted xk,me X, during training phase model is trained
with Im to learn manifold X. For testing phase, a set of N MR
images, only given to the system during testing, In .Ln gets 0 or
1 and it is an array of binary image-wise ground-truth labels.
The labels are used only during testing to accurately evaluate
the model efficiency.
The generator is able to generate synthetic image z. In order to
generate a realistic image, loss function is used in an iterative
process with backpropagation steps. The residual loss is used
to measure visual similarity between input MRI and generated
MRI G(z) and defined as: L r (z c) = / | x - G (z c) | Where x is the
target image and G (z c) is the generated image. In case of
the assumption of generator performs without errors, image
x and G (z c) are the loss function is zero. The discriminator
loss is defined as follow: L d (z c) = / f (x) - f (G (z c)) where
f is a discriminator layer. Statistical closeness of target
image f(x) and generated image f (G (z c)) in the latent

space are calculated. During lesion detection in MR images,
each patient MRI is evaluated as a normal or abnormal. In
the method anomaly score can obtained as the equation:
A (x) = (1 - m) $ R (x) + m $ D (x) , R is residual score and D(x)
is discrimination score mentioned above. The anomaly score
values A(x) are in the range of 0 to 1.
Performance Metrics
Brain anomaly detection problem is considered as a two-class
classification problem and we consider the tumorous brain as
positive and normal brain as negative. We used accuracy,
precision, recall, Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC)
curve and area under the curve (AUC) metrics to quantitatively
evaluate the detection performance of our model. Besides,
confusion matrix is presented to compare the detection of
tumorous and normal brain. The confusion matrix elements
obtained for a two-class classifier are given in Table I.
█

RESULTS

The model trained for 150 epoch with MRI images of healthy
subjects, using a learning rate 0.002. Training phase sample
is shown in Figure 3. The first epochs are mostly blur until

Table I: Confusion Matrix for Two-Class Classifier

Actual
Label

Predicted Label
Negative

Positive

Negative

True Negative (TN): number of negative samples
correctly predicted.

False Positive (FP): number of negative samples
wrongly predicted as positive

Positive

False Negative (FN): number of positive samples
wrongly predicted as negative

True Positive (TP): number of positive samples
correctly predicted

Figure 3: Samples from generator during training at different epochs. As seen on the figure, during epoch 150 generator is able to
reproduce synthetic MRIs which has slight differences from real ones.
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reaching epoch 20. After training phase for 150 epochs, the
model learns healthy brain anatomy for each MRI slices. In
this way, the model is not capable of reconstruction brain
lesions or any kind of distortions such as geometric or intensity
distortions.
After the model learns the distribution of MRI images of
healthy subjects, it is expected that the model is able to detect
MRI with lesions or any kind of distortions not presented in the
training dataset. For assessment of the model, test database
was employed. The model generated synthetic MRI slices
for each test MRI. In order to determine a normal MRI or an
abnormal MRI, an anomaly score was obtained by comparing
whole MRI slices with corresponding generated MRI slices.
An MRI consists of slices and the anomaly score of MRI is the
average anomaly score of its slices. For the location of errors
on MRI, residual images were computed as pixel level intensity
difference between an input image and a corresponding
generated image. Test results for a healthy subject is given
in Figure 4A-C and for a HGG patient is given in Figure 5AC. The model correctly detected anomalies on 24 of 27 HGG
patients’ MRIs and marked them as abnormal. Besides, 25
of 27 healthy subjects’ MRIs in the test dataset detected
correctly as healthy MRI. The accuracy, precision, recall,
and AUC were 0.907, 0.892, 0.923, and 0.907, respectively.
When misdiagnosed subjects and patients were investigated
it was observed that algorithm diagnosed ischemic changes
in the white matter as a tumor. This is an expectable error
hence algorithm was trained with T2-weighted images only.
Additionally, when we investigate misdiagnosed HGG patients’
MRIs we found that algorithm did labelled those images. This
misdiagnosis was probably due to the limited sample size of
the training set.
█

DISCUSSION

In this study, we demonstrated our results for visual inspection
of the model. Additionally, we provided quantitative results
using the metric mentioned in the performance metric section.
Hence, our model learned the normal anatomy from healthy
subjects’ MRI scans, the model always produces normal synthetic MRI slices even input MRI slice has a big lesion causing
geometric distortion. In literature there are mainly 3 classes
of automatic segmentation algorithms which are supervised
machine learning methods, deep learning methods with
unsupervised learning and atlas based segmentation algorithms (2,13,17,19,20,22). Different than previously described
methods, we proposed a new method by using DCGAN which
compares the MRI slices of a patient with a randomly reproduced, fully synthetic T2-weighted images and segmenting
the tumor as an error.
Manual segmentation of MRIs is time consuming, showing
inter- or intra-operator differences and prone to human
derived errors (5). Manual segmentation of brain tumors is a
daily practice for neurosurgeons especially for the ones who
performs radiosurgery. As a result, automatic segmentation of
brain tumors became a desired feature. However, automatic
segmentation of brain tumors is challenging because the
anatomical structures in a random brain MRI includes both
normal and abnormal structures in greyscales.

A

B

C

Figure 4: A) Selected T2 weighted axial original input slices which
belongs to a healthy subject; B) generated MR slices C) difference
of input MR slices and generated MR slices.

Another key feature of our study is our generalized adversarial
network does not need training with HGG MRIs. Training
of the algorithm is provided with only normal subject T2weighted MRIs. Even though we tested our algorithm only
with T2-weighted MRIs of HGG patients, it is applicable for
any lesion which causes a distortion different than a normal
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The Artificial Intelligence and Big Data Unit, The Digital
Transformation Office of The Presidency of The Republic
of Turkey, study comprise only T2-weighted MRIs. Second,
number of normal subjects for training is limited and as we
mentioned in the results section this particular limitation is
the main reason for lower accuracy. Third, test subjects are
comprised only HGG patients and normal subjects. This is
a major limitation because proposed model needs further
testing on different pathologies. All the limitations mentioned
above are being investigated and subjects of further studies.
█

CONCLUSION

Automatic segmentation of brain tumors by using artificial
intelligence methods are getting more popular as the daily
neurosurgical practice evolves into a new technology era.
Deep convolutional generative adversarial networks provides
training with only normal MRIs and requires no MRIs with
abnormal features. Future studies are warranted in order to
increase effectiveness of artificial intelligence methods on the
field.
█
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